Customize the entire legislative and agenda management workflow

Reach new levels of automation with a complete legislative solution that manages decisions and automates the workflow of legislative items from introduction to final passage. Extensive configurability sets Legistar apart from the rest with unlimited workflow sequences that can be customized to cater to an unlimited number of users, records and managing bodies. Legistar automates legislation drafting and agenda creation with a built-in, customizable workflow that tracks each item throughout the approval process.

A single piece of legislation can flow through dozens of agendas and drafts before more than a handful of boards until it’s agreed upon, all too often getting lost and rewritten in the process. Easily create new documents for meeting agendas in Legistar or Microsoft Word, then digitally organize them to automatically associate the files to the correct workflow.

The program automates agenda creation and meeting execution with tools to streamline minutes, voting, full reporting and publishing to a citizen-facing web portal for boosted transparency. From drafting files, through assignment to various departments, to final approval, Legistar reduces workloads and creates a more efficient method for managing decisions.

For more info visit granicus.com/legistar or email us at info@granicus.com